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v. E. SeotH o®
SOLUBLE PILLS ÀND GRANULES.

Unequaled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.
Perfection in Form and Finish.

The marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharmcopia, and other recognizs formulas, induced us, some time since, to commence their manufacture in our own labora-tory, and we are now furnishing Coated Pis, which, for beauty of finish, solubility, and general excellence are unequaled.We desire to call the attention of physicians and others to the following points:

1. The best materials are used in their manufacture.
2. No article required by a formula is omitted on account of its high cost.
3. No Pills are deficient in weight.
4. The Pills are Coated while soft.

G There ib but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, and there is no sub-coating of resinous character.
6. The Coating is so thin that the Pills are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient to protec-the Pills from atmospheric influences ; and effectually covers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pill easy to beswallowed.

7. The Coating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color'of the mass.
S. Their solubility is not impaired by age.
9. The various masses are so thoroughly worked that the materials are perfectly distributed.

10. The excipients are peculiarly adapted to the permanent solubility of the mass and its efficient therapeutic action

Particular attentin s called to our GRANULES of MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIOUS ACID, andother powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of having these medicines in this shape,accurately weighed and ready for administering, has long been recognized. i
We a iso offer a line of GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPHOR, and other simple agentsin such minute divisions that they can be administered in almost any required proportions. We have taken every precau.tion to insure accuracy in weight, and can give assurance that in this,as in other particulars, they can be implicitly relieduPOIL 

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.N.B.-We have ma e arrangements with Messrs. Lymans, Clare & Co., of Montreal, wbereby they can supply themupIn most favourable terms.
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